Reading Strategies

Phonological Awareness
Through phonological awareness, children learn to associate sounds with symbols and create links to
word recognition and decoding skills necessary for reading

The Development of Phonological Skills
What is Phonological Awareness?
(plus activities)
PALS: Phonological Awareness Literacy Screening
Florida Center for Reading Research

Listen to Stories/Fluency
Starfall
Six Greek Myth short
Stories

More Little Animals
Read and listen to an
interactive animal
rhyme

Hans Christien
Anderson Stories.
Another fine site that
will read stories to you

Clifford Interactive
Story Book
Click and hear the
story. Each page gives
a word choice to add to
the story.

Between the Lions
Folktales and Fables to
read along with

Storyline
Listen to actors from
the screen actors guild
read some of our
favorite books!

Mighty Book
Follow along as the
narrator reads stories.

Stories To Read to Yourself
Beginners Reading
A collection of leveled
stories

Fun Brain Stories
A collection of silly
stories

Net Rover
A collection of
animated stories

We Give Books
A collection of books
that you can filter by
age, genre, author, or
abc order.

Magic Keys
Stories by age
categories. Also
includes a few
story-related games
and quizzes

Tumble Books Library
A collection of stories.
You need a teacher
password for this site.

Phonological Awareness
Reading Bear
Works on letter sounds:
consonants, vowels,
blends, digraphs,
syllables, and more!

Learn Letters Words
Each letter of the
alphabet has a video with
pictures-audio

ABC Ya
Sorted by grade level.
Activities across the
hierarchy of reading.
Teachers will need to
select particular skills to
work on

Starfall
Great site to allow
students to learn
prereading and reading
skills

Literacy Center
Hear and see the
upper/lower case
alphabet, shapes, colors,
numbers, and lots more!

Dr. Seuss's flap book
helps students identify
letters and hear the
rhyming sounds

Arty’s Smarty Doors
Matching beginning
sounds

Bite-Size
Choose “Literacy” to
find the games

Rhyming Words
Reggie Loves to Rhyme!
Click on the word that
rhymes with the picture
– Audio.

Digby's Rhyming game
In this game a cute mole
named Digby gives the
child a word and the child
needs to pick another
word on the screen that
rhymes with it.

Match beginning sound
Type in the beginning sound
of each picture.

Chicken Coop
Beginning sounds fun
game

Poem Pack
Ten colorful poems with
animation, audio and
activities - featuring
Daisy the snail, the toad
and the goat, and
friends. Read it, Hear it,
search for sounds, and
find words concentrating
on vowel blends

Using chunks to isolate
syllables
this is a fun site that uses
chunks

Print Concepts
ABC Adventure
Fill in the missing letters
of the alphabet.
ABCs
Get ready to read by first
learning how each letter
of the alphabet sounds.

Alphabet Zoo
Match animals starting
with lowercase letters to
their habitats labeled in
uppercase letters.

Learn your letters
This game will help
students with the
alphabet.

Letter order
This is a cute movie on
the alphabet

ABC Match Game
Match letters with
photos

Pounce on the Word that
Matches the Sound
Students hear a word and
click on the CVC word
they sound out that
matches the word that
was said.

Sky Riding
Find the many ways to
write a letter

Monkey Match
Work on matching
upper/lowercase letters,
beginning sounds, or
rhymes

ABCD Watermelon
Find what letter comes
next

Animated Alphabet 
This website will allow
you to click on a letter of
the alphabet and show
you large and small
letters and also give you
an example. There is
sound
Theo’s Puzzles
Put a puzzle together to
reveal a letter of the
alphabet and a picture

Paw Park
Matching upper and
lower case letters

Phonics and Word Recognition
Vowels save the day
This is a cute movie on
vowels

Write a Postcard
Help Salty Sam with his
vowels. In the first
sentence, click on the
focus phonemes. When
you have got them all
right, the next sentence
appears but this time
there are gaps in the
words. Drag the vowel
phoneme with the
correct spelling into the
gap in the word.

Beginning Sound
Machine
Work with beginning
sounds
Fuzzy Lion Ears
Find the missing letter
in words you hear

Dub Cub
Create songs with
words with the same
sounds
Long Vowels
Find words with long
vowel sounds

Hayloft
Blend sounds to read
words

Pig Waller
Blend sounds to read
words

Phoneme Pop
Pop the bubble with
the matching sound
that you hear

Letters and Sounds
Phoneme Pop
Pop the bubble with
the matching sound or
word that you hear

Alien Scavenger Hunt
Catch bugs to make
words

ABC Ya
Sorted by grade level.
Activities across the
hierarchy of reading.
Teachers will need to
select particular skills to
work on

Soft Schools
Activities are
categorized by skill.
Jump in the Sight Word
Sight Word Cloud
Catcher

Arty’s Smarty Doors
Matching beginning
sounds
Short Vowel Sounds

Bite-Size
Choose “Literacy” to
find the games
Sight Word Practice
Attack the Sight Word
Sight Word Balloon Pop
Sight Word Match
Sight Word Sun Attack

Put it on the Shelf
Sound out CVC words
and match with correct
picture.

Between the Lions
Video Clips to teach
phonics rules
Chicken Stacker
Find words with the
same vowel sounds
Lanolin’s Greenhouse
Change the beginning
sound to form a new
word
CVC Pop
Pop the bubble with
the matching word
Blending Bowl
Between the Lions
Blending sounds to
make words

Sight Word Drummer
Word Bingo

Vocabulary
Messy Attic
Between the Lions
Identify and click the
correct picture - audio
Alphabet Soup
Sort the letters to find
the answer to a
question
Synonym Toast
Click on words that
mean the same

Good, Better, Best
Trampolini game

Synonym Sam’s Lab
Work on words that
mean the same

Hopposites
Find opposite words –
audio

Flood
Categorize words that
go together

Word Play
Animated word

Analogies

Alphabet Bears
Put words in ABC order

Squanky the Tooth
Taker
Find opposites

Vocabulary City
One Thousand Free
English Vocabulary
Building Games
The Fun Way to Build
Vocabulary Skills!

Word Central
Dictionary for kids,
thesaurus, rhyming,
and word games

Comprehension
Into the Books
Go to “First Time” to
get your key (you do
not need to remember
this key to return),
practice reading skills
Book Adventures
Kids K-8 can search for
books, read them
offline, come back to
quiz on what they have
read. Free when you
sign up.

I Can Read
Read/listen to
sentences and answer
questions

Wonderopolis

Sign up for free and
get the “Wonder of
the Day” which is a
Nonfiction article (that
you can print) paired
with videos and a test
your knowledge quiz.
Do you wonder about
other things? Access
the library of
wonders!

Tina’s World Buggy
Trails
Follow directions in
order to find bugs

Read Theory
Leveled passage with
comprehension
questions

Motivate to Read
Scholastic
Author/Booksites
Books are categorized
by genre: Students can
find books that may
interest them, read
about the authors,
watch movie trailors,
and play games related
to some of the books.

Spelling
Spelling City
put your own spelling
words in - limited free
access to games once
you sign up

Spin and Spell
Practice Spelling 1-2
syllable words from
these categories:
What We Eat, What
We Wear, In and
Around Home, The
Animal Kingdom, How
We Get Around.

Kids Spell
Choose from
premade/leveled lists
or easier spelling
games with shorter
words: Spellasaurus,
Spelloons, Missing
Letter Match

Teaching Resources
Study Jams
Great video lessons in
Math and Science

Turtle Diary
Select your grade level
and find teaching
videos, games, and
activities in activities in
Math, Language Arts
and Science.

Math Antics
Fun and engaging video
lessons for many math
concepts

Scootpad
This is an online
learning platform that
is fully adaptive in ELA
and MAth in grades
K-8. Assignments and
assessments are
graded right away so
you can track student
progress. Sign up for
free!

PBS Games
Lots of great Print
Concept, Phonemic
Awareness, and
Phonics, and
vocabulary games and
activities.
Under
“More Games” you can
find Math games,
Social Studies Games,
Science Games, and
lots more!

Arcademics
Boost student
engagement with our
free multiplayer
educational games,
math games, language
arts games, and much
more.

Zoodles

Abracadabra

The Reading subject
focuses on all the
stages your child will
encounter on his or her
way to becoming a
reader, writer, and
story-teller. This
includes phonics,
spelling, grammar,
vocabulary and concept
development,
organization and focus,
and reading
comprehension. Install
Zoodles to play games.

Taking a balanced
reading approach,
ABRA helps children in
the early elementary
years develop skills in
phonological
awareness, reading
fluency,
comprehension, and
writing.
Young readers also
have access to
READS, a repository of
over 450 free digital
stories in 27 different
languages that have
been catalogued by
theme, genre, reading
level, country of origin,
and language.
ABRA includes teacher
professional
development materials
(training videos,
assessment tools, a
communication tool) as
well as literacy
resources for parents

Daily Starters
Scholastic has
Language/Math/Fun
Fact for everyday of
the year. Simply
choose what grade
level you desire!

Bite-Size
Choose Literacy, Math
or Science to find the
games.

